
CLEFT RINGS

BY

BERNARD VINOGRADE

A non-nilpotent associative ring 7? with minimum condition on left ideals

(ML) has a nilpotent radical and is semisimple modulo the radical, that is,

the minimum condition insures that 7? be semi-primary^). In this paper the

assumption is made that 7? is an associative ring with ML, and the main pur-

pose is to launch an investigation of 7? when it is a cleft ring. 7? will be called

cleft when it contains a subring R*^R/N such that R = R* + N, a group di-

rect sum.

Perhaps the most widely known results pertaining to cleft rings are those

concerning linear associative algebras. Wedderburn proved that every algebra

over a field of characteristic zero is cleft [14, p. 158]. More recently this theo-

rem has been generalized to the theorem that an algebra is cleft if it is sepa-

rable modulo its radical [7, p. 24]. Cleft algebras also suggest themselves as

having simpler multiplication tables than uncleft algebras [l, p. 172].

Not only does the study of cleft rings appear to be a natural step toward

the study of general rings with ML, but the cleavage property (property

of being cleft) also permits the exploitation of methods used to prove the gen-

eral structure theorems on semisimple rings [2]. The cleavage of 7? is equiva-

lent to the cleavage of the completely primary rings defined by the primitive

idempotents of 7?. This property is the key to the theory developed here.

If 7? is a cleft ring with a unit e, then a commutative group V=eV with

7? as left operator set and a finite admissible composition series is shown to

be a sum of vector spaces (composite module) over certain division rings

derived from 7?. In particular 7? furnishes a composite representation module

for itself. This representation is developed and finally applied to the case of

algebras.

Regarding the notation used: When 7? has a unit e and is a left operator

set for the module V=eV, then the inverse 7?-homomorphism ring of F will

be denoted by 7?', and the application of an element r' of 7?' to F will be

indicated by a right multiplication  Vr'. Then  V is an 7?-left and 7?'-right
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module, or briefly, an (P, R') module. R" will denote the P'-homomorphism

ring of F, and is applied to the left of V. Since it will be assumed that rV=0

only if r = 0, P will be isomorphic to a subring of R".

Part I is devoted mainly to the properties of R as an abstract ring. Part II

deals with the representation theory of P when it has a unit, and without

loss of generality only rings which are indecomposable two-sided ideals are

considered.

I

1. P is a ring with ML. If P can be expressed as a group direct sum

R = R* + N, where P* is a semisimple ring and N is the radical, then R is a

cleft ring.

Theorem I. If R* is any semisimple subring of R, then R* is isomorphic

to a subring of R = R/N and defines a cleft subring R* + N of R.

Proof. Let r* and s* be distinct elements of R*. Then r*—s* is in R* and

hence not in N. Therefore f* and s* are distinct elements of R. If R* is the

subset of R which can be represented by R*, then R*^R*, and if P is the

totality of elements of R which define the elements of R* then P = R* + N is

a cleft ring.

If R*^R, and if P is an algebra over a field F and P* a subalgebra (over

F), then R = R* + N; the converse is obvious. If-r is an element of P which

has an inverse, then rRr~x gives another cleavage of P, for R = rRr~l —rR*r~l

+ rNr~1 and rNr-x = N.

Lemma 1. If e* is the unit of R* in the cleft ring R, then e* is a principal

idempotent of R. If R has a unit, then e* is that unit.

Proof. If there were an idempotent e' = r*+n¿¿0 such that e'e*=e*e' = 0

then e*e' =e*r*+e*n = 0 implies e*r* =r* =0. Therefore e' =«, which is im-

possible unless re = 0. Hence e'=0. If R has a unit e, then (e — e*)e* = e*ie — e*)

= 0, hence the idempotent e — e*=0, that is, e = e*.

Let R=2ZjRßij+No be a decomposition of P where Ren is an indecom-

posable left ideal and N0 is a subset of TV [7, p. 13]. The e¡y are primitive

orthogonal idempotents, e=Ee¿j is a principal idempotent, and the notation

is chosen so that R =2~l\-iRi= Ei-iE"Íi-^% ls tne corresponding decomposi-

tion of the semisimple ring R into simple rings and sets of isomorphic left

ideals respectively.

Lemma 2. The number of primitive orthogonal idempotents into which any

principal idempotent of R can be decomposed is constant.

Proof, ni and 5 are unique for R. Hence2~lUini1S constant.

Let Cij denote the completely primary ring e¿jPe¿3-.   Let  (C,-,-) and (C¿)

be the sets of completely primary rings corresponding to two arbitrary prin-
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cipal idempotents e =22c«j anCl e' =2Ieü OI ■^•

Lemma 3. The rings in the sets (d,) and (C¿) are isomorphic, in the order

for instance of the subscripts.

Proof. From the uniqueness of 7i< it follows that 7ii=22î<-i7iê<l=22tii^g«>
where Rëa^Rë'a for every k and I. Now, it is-known that an isomorphism

between two indecomposable left ideals 7?ei and.7?e2 as 7? left spaces (ei and e-t

are primitive idempotents) is equivalent to the isomorphism of 7?ëi and 7?e2

as R left spaces [12, p. 182]. But 7ce4t^7?êi not only as an 7c* space but as

an R space, because R'R' = 5ijR\ Hence 7?ett^7?e¿ as 7? left spaces. Further,

the inverse homomorphism rings of these two ideals are isomorphic to Ca

and C¡¡ respectively; for if r£7?e,fc and a is a mapping in the inverse homo-

morphism ring, o(r) =ro(eij) =reijo(ei,)eij; hence dk=C¡¡.

Lemma 4. If each d¡ of (Ci,) is cleft, then each C[¡ of (C¡/) is cleft.

Proof. The proof follows from Lemma 3.

According to a known decomposition theorem [7, p. 17] 7? can be written

as Tî^^-i-f'+^o corresponding to the decomposition of r£7? in the ex-

pression r = ere + (r — ere), where e is a principal idempotent. Pi=eiRei, where

e*=22"-icü>lS a primary ring such that Pi=Pi/eiNei^Ri. Since the elements

of TVo are of the form ^¡*ke'rek+r — ere, then eiNoei = eijN0eij = 0.

Let e< be an arbitrary idempotent of the set en, j = l, • • • , »¿; let d be

the corresponding ring of the set (d¡); let NimeiNei; let (Q)n be a total

matric set of degree « over a set Q, e,y the matric units such that íijtu = 5j*e»j

and qtii = iijq for qÇLQ, hence (0n=22<2e*¡-

Lemma 5. If Ris cleft, then every d¡ is cleft.

Proof. Choose, by Lemma 1, the unit of 7?* for e and decompose it in 7?*.

Then from R* = R+N it follows that C< = ci7?*cj+e,-7v'e<. Now e<2P*e< is a di-

vision ring Ki&d =■ d/dNei and eyTVe* is the radical of d. Hence d is cleft.

Lemma 6. The radical 0/22-?"+-No is^W+No.

Proof. TVo and the TV*' are contained in N because of their definition. On

the other hand, suppose m£7v", w=22^i + wo where £*£!** and »o£7Vo. Then

einei = piÇLNi for every i. Hence nÇ^N'+No.

Lemma 7. P'^Ci)^-

Proof. P'=22î^ictt-£Di> where the encPi are isomorphic indecomposable

right ideals. Pi is its own homomorphism ring as a Pi right space, and Ca

is the homomorphism ring of e¿*P' as a Pi right space. Hence, by a known

theorem [7, p. 18], P'SiCi)«,.

Lemma 8. e,-7ve,et¡ is the intersection of d«u and the radical of (d)%f-
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Proof. If e¿rej£eiiW¿, then eire, = e<reei for some «ÇA7. Suppose there is

no re such that epe, = aneu then eire&eiNei. Then there exists p £ Ci such that

eireip is not nilpotent, and therefore eireitkipiik = eireiptkk is not nilpotent.

Therefore epat-u is not in the radical of (Cj)Bj. On the other hand, e(neitki is

properly nilpotent in (C¿)n,--

Lemma 9. (e./Vci)«,. ¿5 the radical of iCi)„¡.

Proof. By Lemma 8, ieiNei)ni is contained in the radical of (C)nj. Now let

re be an element of the radical of (C<)n<. Then n=2~^cfta and so eitkkneitu

= cfet¡. Hence c"eu is an element of the radical of id)m- But c?(¡zCt, and

therefore, by Lemma 8, cf is an element of etNei-

Lemma 10. If every d¡ is cleft, then R is cleft.

Proof. Since  d = Ki+eiNei,  then   (C«)^ - (£<)•<+(*#«)•«•   But  it is

known that iKi)ni is simple. Also, by Lemma 9, (CiTVeOiw is the radical of

iCi)m- And by Lemma 7, P'^ÍQ,,., so P' is cleft, that is, Pi = Si+Ni where

S'SátlTi)»« and 2V«3¿(eW*%. Then from P=X)2J<+7V0 it follows that
P=¿5i+2iVi+JVo. Since PW-SifP*, then P*=X)-Si is a semisimple ring.
Moreover, by Lemma 6, A7=^/Vi+7V0. Hence R is a cleft ring P* + 7V.

Theorem II. The condition that R be cleft is equivalent to the condition that

every d¡ of an arbitrary set (Çy) be cleft.

Proof. The proof follows from Lemmas 5 and 10.

Lemma 11. If R contains a division ring K and any idempotent e such that

eK=Ke^0, then eKe^K.

Proof. eK = Kej±0 implies that ek=k?e is an automorphism of K: k+±k'.

It also implies that ek = eke. Similarly, ek" = ke implies that ke = eke. Hence

ke = ek. Therefore k^eke is an isomorphic mapping of K onto.eTie.

In particular, if e =2~le*i1S a principal idempotent such that dfK = Keijj&O

for every i, j, then each ei/Ken^K.

Theorem III. If R is an algebra over a field F and contains division sub-

algebras (ewer F) Gi, i = 1, ■ ■■ , s, such that e{jGi = Gidj^O and Gi^djfor at

least one j for every i, then R is cleft, and conversely.

Proof. By Lemma 11, COe^'e^Gi^Ci, i = 1, ■ ■ • , s. Hence C< = CiGjej

+6iNei shows that d is cleft. Therefore every d¡ is cleft and, by Theorem II,

R is cleft. On the other hand, if R is cleft, then take Gi=Kf.

Lemma 12. Let A be an algebra over afield F and let Gi = Fd the set of scalar

multiples of the idempotent «,-. Then eidei = Gi=F.

Corollary I. If A s^A/N is a ring direct sum of total matric rings over F,

then A is cleft [l, p. 47].
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Proof. PiS(C<)„í by Lemma 7, and P'^J1'. Hence J*S(C|)ftJ and Ci^F.
Therefore, by Lemma 12, Ci=e,Pe¿=G¿. By Theorem III it now follows that

A is cleft.

Corollary 2. If K is a splitting field of A over F, then AK is cleft. (If F

is algebraically closed take K = F.)

Proof. (A)k is a ring direct sum of total matric rings over F, hence, by

Corollary 1, AK is cleft.

2. The following discussion about algebras is of interest in light of the

known theorem [7, p. 24] that the separability of A/N implies that A is

cleft. Let Z(R) denote the center of 7?.

Theorem IV. The separability of A/N is equivalent to the separability of

each djin the set (d¡).

Proof. For any ring, !<£*(£"<),»< and Z((Ci)ni)^Z(Ci). Hence if 7? is an

algebra A then the separability of Z(A*) is equivalent to the separability

of Z(d). Now, it is known that the separability of a semisimple algebra is

equivalent to the separability of its center [l, p. 44]. Therefore the separa-

bility of A/N is equivalent to the separability of Z(Ai), and the separability

of d is equivalent to the separability of Z(Ci). This implies the theorem.

If A is a simple algebra over F, then the separability of A is implied by

the centrality of A [l, p. 43]. If A is a primary (or completely primary)

algebra over F, then A/N is separable if F is isomorphic to the center oí A/N,

which implies (besides the fact that A is cleft) that A is an algebra over the

center of A/N. On the other hand, if A is cleft, then A/N need not be separa-

ble.
3. The expression 7?=22-P'+TVo yields at least two interesting decom-

positions of 7? in which the cleavage of P* has a role. When R is not cleft, it

may be said to be partially cleft if the 7?* of the following theorem is not vacu-

ous.

Theorem V A. R = R*+(RsjyJN), where R* is a semisimple ring (unique

within isomorphisms) and R'J is a ring with unit whose radical is R'-'i^N.

Proof. Rearrange the Pi in ^P'+No so that the cleft ones come first,

that is, Pi = Si+Ni for * = 1, • • • , t only. Then 7?*=22<-i^i is semisimple

and unique within isomorphism because the P1 are. Let A7*=22í-i7V and

^'•^Z^i+i-P'- Then 7?'-i + 7V* + 7V0 = 7?a-1U7v'. Hence the theorem.

Theorem V B. The P* for which eiN = Nei = 0 form a unique semisimple

ring.

Proof. From the properties of 7? it follows that R •' = P'^JN = 22"¿ i^ëv

=22"-i%R. and that the isomorphism as 7? left spaces of the Ren is equiva-
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lent to the isomorphism as left ideals of the Pe,,- for j = 1, • • • , Wj, and simi-

larly for the etlR and the e,¿P (see proof of Lemma 3). Now consider e« and

en for a fixed i. Suppose ^¿¿ = 0 and in an isomorphic mapping as R left

spaces of Rdk on Ren that rea^±eu. Then nreik+±neu for reg/V. But nrÇzN,

hence nreik — 0 and nen = 0. Therefore Nen=0. Similarly, em¡N = 0 implies

e,-î7V = 0; and eikN = Neik = 0 implies euN = Nen = 0. Now define the follow-

ing rings :

R*=2ZPi> where ei7V = Arei = 0,

Pi =2ZP\ where eiN = 0^Nei,
R2 =2ZRi> where eiN^0 = Nei,

Ri "/IP*, summed over the remaining P\

P = Ri+R2+R3+N„ = Pi+P2+(P3VJ7V).

Then P = P*+P and R*P = PR* =0. Pi and P2 are semisimple, P3 has a unit,

its radical is Rai^N, and R3VJN is a ring., Pi, R2, and P3 are orthogonal. In-

deed, so far this decomposition seems to be like that obtained by M. Hall [9].

To show that it actually is identical it is only necessary to prove that P is a

bound ring, that is, the only elements of P which are two-sided annihilators

of N are in N. Consider an element p of one of the P* which appear in P

such that pN = Np = 0. P'pP' is a two-sided ideal of P' and the elements in

the classes of iPipPi\JNi)/Ni must coincide with the elements of the classes

of a two-sided ideal oiPi/Ni. Therefore the non-radical elements of P^P'VJ A"

and therefore of PipPi must include an idempotent e such that eN = 0 and

Ne = 0 could not both be true, which contradicts the fact that the elements

of PipPi are two-sided annihilators of N. Therefore P^P1 has no non-radical

elements, in particular e'pei = pÇ.Ni. This shows that P is bound. The fact

that the decomposition R = R*+P is unique can now be easily proved ex-

actly as Hall did it [9, p. 393].

II

1. Although many of the results below can be proved in greater general-

ity, the following conditions will be assumed throughout: R is a cleft ring with

unit e; V=eV= Vf, where/ is the unit of P', is an P left module with a finite

composition series as an P left module and a finite composition series as an R'

right module; rV = 0 implies r = 0; R' is cleft and has MR (minimum condi-

tion on right ideals); and finally, R" = R. These conditions are known to

hold if R is a semisimple ring with ML and if V = eV has minimum condition

on P left sub-modules [ll, p. 70].

Consider a particular cleavage R* + N. By Lemma 1 the unit of R* is the

unit e of P. Hereafter e will be decomposed in R*: e=2~^ßij with e¡¡ from

R* =2~2R*ßij- From the meaning of R' and R" it follows that djV and Vf a

are not zero for any i, j, where f=y.fu.

Let F=FOF2D ■ • • 3F,ti = 0 be a composition series of F as an R

left module. Hence Vt/Vt+i=Vt is irreducible, that is, there exists an x^O
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in F( such that Rx=Vt. Or, since R = R* + N and 7vTí = 0, it follows that

R*x=Vt.
Let W = RWbe any irreducible R left module. Then W = R*W=Y,R*eijW.

Each 7?*e¡,FF = 0 or W. Hence WÇ=R*eij as R* left module for some i and for

j = 1, • ■ ■ , w< by the correspondence «iyc^e.yWy where w,-£ IF.

Suppose F t is not isomorphic to 7c*e,y. Consider e,yF<. Since Vt properly

contains Vt+i, then eijV¡,773a¡Vt+i. If eijVt properly contains e^Vt+i, then

there exists a nonzero x = djX in e¿yF¡, and 7?*e¿yA=F(. This implies that

Vt=R*eij, contrary to assumption. So e,yF¡ = e,yFí+i. If necessary, treat Fi+l

in the same way, continuing until a module Vl+n is finally reached such that

7t+n^R*eijOr F(+„= Fnil = 0.

Now, for each Fi^O there exists an i such that Vt=R*eij,j — \, ••-,»<

for a fixed i. Yet c< equal the number of Vt for which this is true. 7?*eiyF( = V\,

i=l, • • • , »,-.

For different idempotents eijVt^euVt if eijVt^O. If F»=7?*e,-,- then

ßijVt^O and there exists a nonzero *<yj in F< such that R*eijXijt=Vt, or

F( = 7?*e¿yíc¿y(+ Fí+i. Hence e,yFí=X,yXiyí+e,yF(+i, where K~ij = eijR*eij. This

proves the following lemma:

Lemma 13. eijV=Y\eijVt—^i°iiKipcilt (first summation over F(=P*ßiy,

j=\, ■ ■ ■ , ni). Similarly, Vfij=^2¡íiyiJtLip where Li¡ and yijt are the counter-

parts in R' and V of Ki¡ and Xijt.

Lemma 14. 2^1-^«;% is a, group direct sum.

Proof. Suppose 22r¿i&'y*iy< = 0- Then if kTv is the first nonzero coefficient,

Xijr is expressible as a linear combination of elements from sub-modules of the

composition series for F which are below the sub-module from which #,-,-,■ ;^0

was chosen. This is impossible, hence ky = 0.

Theorem VI. V^futauVt'-'situKi&fu is a group direct sum.

Proof. F=eF=22e»¿F. Then the theorem follows by Lemmas 13 and 14.

Theorem VII. e^V is an indecomposable R' right module and C<,»»C<y7?c<y

is its homomorphism ring. Vfi¡ is an indecomposable R left module and

Cy=fijR'fij is its homomorphism ring (see [8, p. 533]).

Proof. Any mapping <r of ttjV into itself as an 7?' right module is com-

pletely specified by ff(jtijo) =r"(ei,v) —ei¡r"eijV for some r"£7?". But 7? = 7?"

insures that r"Ç.R. Conversely every element of d¡ is easily seen to give a

rnapping <x.

Also, every mapping <r of Vf a into itself is by definition of 7?' given by

some r'£7?'. Hence <r(vfi¡)=vfijr'=vfijr'fij.

Now suppose enV — eijVi+djVi is a decomposition of djV. Then C,y, the

homomorphism ring of djV, would contain two orthogonal idempotents, one
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which leaves e¡,Fi undisturbed but sends e,jF2 into zero and one which leaves

e<j-F2 undisturbed but sends e¿,-F¡ into zero. This is a contradiction. A similar

argument holds for Vfj.

Theorem VIII. ^4w isomorphism between enVand ekiVas R' right modules

is equivalent to an isomorphism between e^P and ek¡R as right ideals of R. An

isomorphism between Vf a and Vfu as R left modules is equivalent to an iso-

morphism between R'fn and R'fk¡ as left ideals of R'. (See [8, p. 530] for a simi-

lar theorem for groups.)

Proof. Any mapping ajV^euV as R' right modules is given by ah ele-

ment of eijReki. Suppose eijV=ekiV. Then there exist elements ra and rki of

eijReici and ekiRen respectively such that rikV—eijV and rikrkiV=ei¡V and

rikrki = en. Now consider the mapping eijrv^rkir, rGP- rkir = 0 would imply

rikrkir = eikr = 0. Hence the mapping defines an isomorphism between e¿3P and

ekiR as right ideals. On the other hand, suppose eijR=ek¡R. Then there exists

an element rk, which will effect the mapping, and an element rik such that

rikXki = Ci¡. Then the mapping eijv^rkiv, n £ F, maps e,-3 F onto eki V isomorphi-

cally as R' modules.

Corollary. For a particular decomposition of e, the number of isomorphic

indecomposable modules eijV equals the number of isomorphic right ideals e<3-P

or left ideals Pe¡3-, and hence equals the number of minimal right or left ideals

in R*\

Now any irreducible P*£ left module which is isomorphic to P*e¿3- has a

Kn right dimension equal to the number «,- of minimal left or right ideals

of P**, and «i is the dimension of the Wedderburn representation (2) of R*' [2].

Theorem IX. The results of this section can be summarized in a table as

follows :

Spaces of V Space Multiplicity Dimension

Isomorphic indecomposable R left modules Vfu T, over La

Irreducible R' right modules ví m¡¡R'* ni over Ka

Isomorphic indecomposable R' right modules enV

Irreducible R left modules V^R*ea

<r¡ over Ka

ni over La

As an illustration, let P be a matric algebra over an algebraically closed

field F, and suppose R = R". Then R is cleft, as is its commuting algebra R'.

(2) We refer to the representation of a simple ring R by a total matric set over a division

ring K as the Wedderburn representation of R, and K is called a Wedderburn division ring for R.
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Let F be a column vector space with coefficients from F. The modules of

Theorem IX will reflect the indecomposable and irreducible constituents of

R and P'. Furthermore F is the Wedderburn division ring of all the irreduc-

ible constituents. Hence we have the following relations: To every indecom-

posable constituent 7,- of P corresponds an irreducible constituent d of R';

to every indecomposable constituent /, of R' corresponds an irreducible con-

stituent Fi of P. There are re/ constituents 7,- and re/ is the degree of d ; there

are «¿ constituents Ji and w¿ is the degree of P(3).

2. Hereafter let the ring P be the module F. Assume that R has MLR(4);

then it must have MaLR(6) [10, p. 726; 11, p. 71]. Hence it has a finite com-

position series of ideals, left or right [11, p. 71]. The elements of R, R', and

R" may be identified. Without loss of generality P will always be assumed

an indecomposable two-sided ideal.

When speaking of a module let (K, R) denote a set of left operators K

and right operators P.

etjVand F/,3- are now e,-3-P and Pe,-3 respectively.

Lemma 15. e^N and Ndj are the unique maximal sub-ideals of e,3P and Ren

respectively [13, p. 362].

By Theorems VI and VII, e,-3P =^7í¡3x¿3¡ is an indecomposable (Kijt R)

space. Because it is a right ideal of P it has a finite composition series of

(Kn, R) modules, and by Lemma 15 such a series will start out as e,-3-P3e¿3A

= FO • ■ • • Each composition factor module will contain a finite number

of Kij left independent elements in terms of which a residue system can be

expressed as linear combinations over Kij. In fact a set of residue systems

exists which will serve in all composition series [6, p. 505]. Hence, if a column

vector Xn, formed from K,-, left independent elements of all the composition

factor modules is right multiplied by R: Xí¡R = IíjXí¡, then the representa-

tion 7,-3 is similar to that due to any other composition series. Schematically,

hj =

{Fij

I   0

Fij ,  of degree a,-.

If Xn is inverted then the zero and the star reverse.

Lemma 16. For a suitable basis X,3-, 7,-3 contains

(s) This proves a theorem due to Brauer [4].

(4) MLR=minimum condition on left and right ideals; MaLRsmaximum condition on

left and right ideals.
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f#i

0

F'n

Proof. Form the composition series from a refinement of the Loewy series

e¡jR*+eijNZ)^nN~2)eljN2~2) ■ • ■ ■ Each factor module of this Loewy series is

a (Kij, R*) module and is right annihilated by TV, and a refinement of it to

a composition series of (Ka, R*) modules will give the desired result.

Corollary. For Xn chosen this way, In is a group direct sum of

(at

i<i(R*) =

01

F ■ and    Iij(N) =

Lemma 17. The irreducible constituent F\¡ is a Wedderburn representation

of R*\ that is, Fl = (KtJ)ni-

Proof. djR* =eijR*i is a Kij left module of dimension «y over K~a, where «<

is the number of minimal left or right ideals of 7?*\ In the composition series

for e¿y7?, choose a basis X% of e.yT?* as the residue system of djR/eijN. Then

XtJR*i = F¡jXfj. But this gives a Wedderburn representation of 7?**' [2].

Corollary. For every i = l, ■ ■ ■ , s there exists an P¿^7?**'.

Proof. djR 5¿ 0 for any i.

Lemma 18. Ff¡ is an irreducible representation over Ki*¡ of R*k for some k.

Proof. Any irreducible (Ka, R*) module is annihilated by all except one

of the R** and hence gives a representation of one of them.

Hereafter Xi¡ will be chosen from the composition series indicated in

Lemma 16.

If the whole composite representation module 7?=22e»y7?=22¿/í-Kij*<j< be

considered with Xn for each e(jR chosen as agreed upon, then the first com-

posite representation is generated :

9Î =

0

A second representation
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í/i

<g =

0

l o /.„,.

is generated by the ideals Pei3: RYi¡= F<3-/,-3-, where

J<j =

(Ci)

0

G,-,- of degree t,-.

Because of the choice of the columns Xi¡, 9Î can be written as 9Î* + 5,Î where

9Î* is a diagonal representation of R*. Similarly for © because of the choice

of the rows F,-3.

Theorem X. The following table summarizes some of the properties of 9Î

and @.

In Ju G'.-

Number of distinct

Number of isomorphic St¡ á<r¿

Degree (for p = V) n.

Total of all kinds £»< êZ- 2~lni

Remarks. (1) ek¡Re,j is a K,¡ right module of finite dimension.

Proof. It is a 7Cj3 sub-module of Rdj.

(2) The number of times an irreducible representation of R*' occurs in

7*i is less than or equal to the dimension of e*¡Pe,3- as a 7£\3 right module.

Similarly, the representation of P*< occurs in Jk¡ with multiplicity less than

or equal to the dimension of eijRek¡ as a 7Í¿3 left module [13, p. 364].

Proof. Apply the procedure of §1 but with V=ejdR.

(3) Any two division rings 7Ci3 and Kki have representations over one an-

other.

Proof. Every Fkl is isomorphic to some R*' and hence to some P¿. The

existence of P¿ implies e^Pe^O by Remark 2. Also et¡Pe¡3 is a Kij right and

Kki left module of finite dimension both ways by Remark 1. Hence it is a

representation module for Kij over Km and vice versa. Now, by use of a

known theorem [13, p. 364] every Ki¡ and Kk¡ can be chained by a sequence
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Kij, Kab, Kcd, ■ ■ ■ , K,t, Ku such that 2£,3 is represented over Kai, Kab over

Kcd, • ■ ■ , K.t over Kkt.

3. Lemma 19. ei¡R*eik does not vanish and is of left dimension one over Kij.

Proof. In the decomposition P*<=^^.ieirP*, e¡3P*=e,*P* for every j, k;

and in a mapping cr of the two ideals the image of eik is cr(eit) =<r(ea)e<*

= eijoieik)eik, oie^) in P*', hence c.-3P*e,t j¿ 0. Now consider the sum

eijR* =2~2"iiC(jR*Cit- None of the summands vanishes and each is a Kij left

module of dimension one, for the dimension of e¿3P* over Kij is exactly «<.

Because of this lemma a basis X*, of e,-3P* can be chosen as follows:

Xijtfiut Xiflei2, ■ • ■ , Xifj-idj-i, en, 3c<33+ie¿3+i, • • • , ac¡3»ic<n,- Extend this to a

basis Xn of e¡jR in accordance with the stipulations of §2. This is the basis

that will be used hereafter.

Let pij denote the top «; rows of 7¿3.

Lemma 20. There exist elements of 9Î with arbitrary coefficients in p¿3- for

any i, j.

Proof. The jth basis element in Xi¡ is e<3. Hence the jth line of coefficients

in 7<3 is arbitrary over K<3. Furthermore, F¿ is complete (a total matric set)

over Kij. Therefore there is an element A in dt* with zeros everywhere in P¿

except for e,-3- in the j, jth place. Let M be an element of 9Î with arbitrary

coefficients in the jth line, then A M will have these same coefficients in the

7th line again but zeros elsewhere in pij. Now, there is an element B in 9Î*

with zeros everywhere in F¡¡ except for e,-3 in the t, jth place. Then BA M will

have zeros everywhere in p¿3- except for arbitrary coefficients in the ith line-

Lemma 21. p,-3- is independent of pk¡ if k^i.

Proof. X%R = X$2Zl..el£. = X$2Z*uR, and I*£A,ß = 0/or^i.

Lemma 22. No nonzero element of 9Î vanishes in every p¿3 simultaneously..

Proof. Ifr vanished in all p,3 then e{jr = 0 for all i, j ; hence 2~Li-Jear — cr=r

= 0.

Corollary. Every element of SR has some nonzero coefficient in some pij.

Lemma 23. If enR*r = 0, where r£E.R, then e{jR*r — 0 for j = 1, • • • , w<.

Proof. e<iP*r = 0 implies that ens*r = 0 where s* is any element of P**.

Now e,2P=ßiiP as P right modules implies entent* and hence ea,r+±eat*r.

Therefore e,-2r = 0. Similarly ei3r = e,-4r= • • ■ =0. Now a glance at the struc-

ture of X% shows that e,-3P*r ̂ 0,/ = 1, • • • , re,.

Corollary. p,-3-, j = 1, ■ • • , nit all vanish if any one does.

The elements of 9? can evidently be separated into 5 classes pi, • • • , p„
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where pk consists of elements with zeros in every pi;- except those with i = k.

(From the structure of Xi¡ it can be seen that pk represents the right ideal

ekR.) If £=22i=i-E¡ is a decomposition of the unit of 9î*, then 9î=22p<

= É^,pi=^2iEiPi, since E¡pi = 0 if i^j. So instead of pk, Ekpk may be used for

elements which vanish in all p,y except for i = k. Thus the revised pk has coeffi-

cients only in rows which intersect the diagonal in a representation of 7?**.

Define further as the set %¿i all elements in 5R* (hence in pt) which have

»yX7£,i in the F¡i constituent. Obviously x>i=7£a-

Finally let T"° be the element of 9Î with eyi in the u, v place of pa;

M = l, • ■ • , »<;o = l, • • • , (Si.

Theorem XL Pt-J^.vXaTa-

Proof. If any element of p,- has no coefficient in pyi then it is zero by the

corollary to Lemma 22.

Corollary. 9Î=22<.«."X»i^<T-

Consider now the rings C,y and P*. The following results characterize all

completely primary and primary rings which are cleft and have MLR.

First specializing to the case of dj\ There will be just one indecomposa-

ble representation, call it 7. And since Cu—Ku+eitNea**/"-iKi&uu the

basis X will start out with X* = ei¡. Hence pn = p is a single line and is arbi-

trary over Ka because eiyC,y=Cyy. Each F?j = Fp is a representation of Kn

with coefficients from Kij. Call the elements of Pi = p: T1, ■ ■ ■ , T". x«i = X is

just the representation of Ki¡ and has Kij itself in the F1 place.

Theorem XII. d¡ is isomorphic to the indecomposable matric set I(Ci¡)

=2>'-iX7"' of degree cr, where x=7£,y. Fl ¿5 K<j and the top row is arbitrary

over Kij. Every element of I has a nonzero coefficient in the top row.

Theorem XIII. Pi is isomorphic to an indecomposable matrix set I(P')

=22"rJ;.'..';"'' xTuv of degree ma, where x=7£<y has mXKij in the Fl place.

Fl = (Kij)ni and the first ni rows are arbitrary over Kij. Every element has a non-

zero coefficient in one of the first ni rows.

Proof. Pi=(C,y)„i and the cleavage of P* is equivalent to the cleavage

of dj. Hence I(Cn) may be substituted for d¡ in (dj)ni- Then an easy co-

ordinate adjustment gives the desired result.

4. When 7? is an algebra over a field F, the usual regular representation

of 7? is generated from a composition series whose factor modules are just 7?

right admissible rather than (Kij, R) admissible. The Loewy series for e,,P

is the same in both cases. But in general the two types of modules are not

the same. For example consider the irreducible (K, F) space V=K, where

K =22¿=iM>'^- As an F right space, V breaks up into irreducible spaces

UiF, • • • , unF.
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Suppose P is an algebra over F. Express each K¡3 over F: Ki¡=^21íiFui.

Then e¿3P will have dimension Oihi over P. Now form a composition series of

P right modules for e¿3P. Then 7<3 will be of degree Oihi. As an immediate con-

sequence the multiplicity of all isomorphic Gf¡ will be exactly the degree of

7<3 divided by the degree of Kij over F, that is, equal to at. This sharpens

Theorem X(5).

Theorem XIV. Theorem X holds for the usual representations of an algebra

over a field F if re,-, d, and n are replaced by nihi, aihit and nhi respectively,

where hi is the dimension of Kij over F, and if the inequalities are replaced by

equalities. A similar statement holds for Remark 2.

If F is the Wedderburn division ring of every irreducible representation

(for example if F is algebraically closed) then the elementary module theory

can be derived from the considerations of §3(6).
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